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MISS RODEO OKLAHOMA PRINCESS CONTRACT 

 

I, _________________________, THE UNDERSIGNED and designated “Miss Rodeo 

Oklahoma Princess 20__,” make the following statements and representations to and agreements with 

the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant and the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. as 

of the date first written below (“Effective Date”). 

1. I am a female citizen of the United States of America and reside in ____________________, 

County of _________________, State of Oklahoma. 

2. I was between the ages of 10 and 14 as of November 1, 2022 

3. I am of good moral character and have never been convicted of any crime. 

4. I have never been married, had a marriage annulled, had a child, nor am I now pregnant. 

5. I have not heretofore authorized any person, firm or corporation to use my name, photograph, 

picture, present or future title in connection with any endorsement or advertisement or any 

commercial product or service; and I am not under any contract or other obligation to any 

person, firm or corporation or have any legal obligation which would prevent my participation 

in an appearance at the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant, or which would prevent 

or hinder my compliance with the terms, conditions and obligations hereafter specified. 

6. I warrant that all of the above statements and representations made herein by me are true and 

correct.   

NOW, THEREFORE, IN AND FOR THE CONSIDERATION of my being designated “Miss 

Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” and for other good and valuable consideration, I hereby agree to the terms 

and conditions of the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess Contract (“Contract”) as follows: 

1. During my term as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” the length of which term shall be 

from January 1st through December 31st, I shall not become a contestant or participant in 

any other beauty or talent pageant or contest or make or agree to any public appearance of 

any kind without the express permission of the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. 

which permissions shall not be granted in any case where my participation in such event 

would be in violation of the rules and regulations of the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Scholarship 

Pageant. 

2. I agree that during my term as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” I shall conduct myself in 

a manner which shall uphold and maintain the dignity and the honor of that title and position.  
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I further agree that during my term as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” I shall not become 

engaged or married. 

3. I hereby designate and appoint the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. as my sole and 

exclusive representative and agent for making press releases, statements to the news media, 

contracts, engagements and appearances during my term as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma 

Princess.”  I agree to make myself available for such appearances, interviews, filming, 

tapings, photographic and recording sessions and such other events as are determined by the 

Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc., provided that such shall not unreasonably interfere 

with my educational and/or employment pursuits.  In addition, I authorize the Oklahoma 

Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. to collect for and on my behalf all compensation if due me by 

reason of the foregoing and upon collection thereof, to pay the same to me; provided, 

however, that nothing herein contained is intended or shall be construed as any guaranty by 

the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. of any contracts, engagements or appearances 

for the same, but is intended solely to attempt to protect the honor and dignity of the title 

and office of “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” and my personal participation and interest 

therein. 

4. I agree that the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. may (but shall not be required to) 

designate my chaperone and traveling companion while I am engaged in activities related 

to my participation in events as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess.” 

5. It is expressly understood and agreed that in the event I do not comply with the terms and 

conditions of this Contract, the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. has the absolute 

right to request that I resign the title and office of “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” in which 

event I shall immediately resign as and forfeit the right to said title and office.  In addition, 

upon my resignation, I shall forfeit and/or return to the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, 

Inc. all awards and prizes to which I would otherwise be entitled.   

6. In the event of my resignation, whether voluntary or upon request of the Oklahoma Rodeo 

Pageants Council, Inc., I recognize the right of the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. 

to select my successor and such person so selected shall be entitled to receive such prizes 

and awards as may be determined by the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. 

7. Should I be relieved of my title or resign during my reign, I will be ineligible to compete for 

any future Miss Rodeo Oklahoma competitions or gain membership with the Oklahoma 
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Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc.  The Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. reserves the 

right to void the membership of family members or relatives subsequent to the dismissal of 

title and reserves the right to refuse future membership 

8. I agree that as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” I will dress appropriately, in western attire, 

complete with clean crown and banner, to any and all appearances and functions 

representative of “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” and be perfectly groomed at all times 

including the time I travel to and from such appearances and functions. 

9. I agree to abide by the standards of conduct set forth in the Titleholder Handbook, given to 

me on the Effective Date below. 

10. I agree that this Contract along with the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant 

Rulebook and Titleholder Handbook, copies of which I acknowledge have been received by 

me, along with other official written directives, amendments, addendums, agreements, 

communications and notices from the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. and its 

directors, officers, employees and agents thereto, are incorporated by reference as if fully 

set forth herein and shall continue to regulate the rights, obligations, duties and 

responsibilities of the title and office of “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” during the term 

of my reign. 

11. In the event of any occurrence or situation arising or any personal acts that I perform during 

my term as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” whether specifically covered by this Contract 

or not and which, in the opinion of the directors and officers of the Oklahoma Rodeo 

Pageants Council, Inc., jeopardize or threaten the reputation of public standing of the title 

and office of “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” the directors and officers of the Oklahoma 

Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc., may take whatever action they, in their sole discretion, deem 

appropriate, including but not limited to the remedies herein above specified. 

12. I understand that I shall be solely responsible for my personal property and physical well-

being; and that I shall neither ask for, expect, nor receive compensation or reimbursement 

from the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc., its directors, officers, employees or 

agents, for any injury or loss sustained by me as a result of participating in the Miss Rodeo 

Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant or any activity under this Contract. 

13. The Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess Crown and the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess Lady-

In-Waiting Crown are the possessions of the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. made 
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available to “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” and “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess Lady-

In-Waiting” for use during their reign.  This Contract explicitly holds “Miss Rodeo 

Oklahoma Princess” and “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess Lady-In-Waiting” liable for, but 

not limited to, the maintenance, damage, loss or theft of said Crowns.  The estimated value 

of the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess crown is Five Thousand Seven Hundred and Fifty 

Dollars ($5,750.00) and the Lady-In-Waiting Princess crown estimated valued is Two 

Hundred Dollars ($200.00). 

14. I agree to indemnify, save and hold harmless the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc., 

its directors, officers, employees and agents for and from all  liabilities, obligations, losses, 

claims, lawsuits, damages, injuries, costs, expenses, and other detriments whatsoever, 

including without limitation, all consequential damages and attorney’s fees, arising out of, 

or incident to, acts, omissions, conduct or performance under this Contract during the term 

as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess.” Moreover, the indemnities and assumptions of 

liabilities and obligations, herein provided for, shall continue in full force and effect, 

notwithstanding the expirations or termination of the Contract term. 

15. I also understand that the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. is in no way responsible 

for my traveling expenses to and from said appearances, except when a fee has been agreed 

upon between the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. and said scheduled event; 

however, I understand that the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council Inc. will try to agree 

upon expenses for said event and reimburse me for said expenses. 

16. I also understand that as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” I will be required to travel to 

events as determined by the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. on behalf of the Miss 

Rodeo Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant during my term as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma 

Princess.” 

17. I understand that if I should receive the use of an automobile, pickup or trailer for my term 

as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” that I will solely be responsible for the insurance 

covering those vehicles for said term and provide proof of the same. 

18. I also agree I will attend all functions and be present all days and nights during the Miss 

Rodeo Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant, Coronation and at scheduled events.  Under no 

circumstances will I miss these events. 
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19. During my reign as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” it is understood that I will reside in 

the State of Oklahoma. 

20. During my reign as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” I understand that I cannot co-habitat 

with anyone of the opposite sex other than an immediate family member. 

21. It is my understanding that I cannot be escorted to, from or during any official function as 

“Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess” by anyone other than a chaperone designated by the 

National Director. 

22. I also agree that during my year of reign, until the day I give up said title of “Miss Rodeo 

Oklahoma Princess,” that I will not wear another crown or buckle with any other title, or 

give any representation of any other title but that of “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess,” to 

do so would be a breach of this Contract with the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. 

23. I will designate a charitable organization, that I will spend a minimum 15 hours of volunteer 

time during my reign.  If I would like, the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc. can 

recommend a charitable organization.  I will have the charitable organization approved by 

the board and my hours recorded and reported to my National Director. 

24. I will fulfill any and all Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc.’s sponsor obligations as 

required, requested or directed. 

25. I understand that with reasonable notice thereof, this Contract may be modified or amended 

by a written instrument signed by all parties. Moreover, I understand that the Titleholder 

Handbook and Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant Rulebook may be modified or 

amended with or without prior notice pursuant to the sole discretion of the Oklahoma Rodeo 

Pageant Council, Inc. and that I will be reasonably notified of any such changes therein 

made immediately applicable to my term as “Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess.”  

26. I agree that any waiver or failure of the parties to exercise in any respect any right provided 

for herein shall not be deemed a waiver of that right and shall not prevent any party from 

enforcing that right at a later time.  

27. I agree to timely execute such other and further documents as required or requested that may 

be reasonably necessary to effectuate this Contract, including but not limited to modification 

and/or amendments thereto.  

28. I understand and agree that in the event of any action or proceeding to enforce any of the 

provisions herein contained by either party hereto against the other, the prevailing party 
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shall be entitled to recover its attorney's fees and court costs reasonably incurred in 

connection therewith from the other party. 

29. I understand and agree that this Contract and performance hereunder shall be governed by 

the laws of the United States and the State of Oklahoma, and I consent to the jurisdiction 

and venue of the state and federal courts located in Oklahoma for any matter arising out of 

or enforcement of this agreement.  

30. I acknowledge that I have both read and understood the terms of the Contract and after time 

to reflect and seek counsel thereon, if desired, I hereby agree to be bound by its terms. 

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I have executed this Contract on the Effective Date of 

____________________, 20___. 

  

Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess Signature: ______________________________ 

Printed Name:_______________________________________ 

Parent Signature: 

Printed Name:_______________________________________ 

Mailing Address:___________________________   

City, State & ZIP:__________________________________  

 

National Director on behalf of the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma  

Scholarship Pageant and the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, Inc.  

Signature: ______________________________________ 

Printed Name:_______________________________________ 

Mailing Address:___________________________   

City, State & ZIP:__________________________________  

 

Witness Signature: ______________________________________________ 

Printed Name:_______________________________________ 

Mailing Address:___________________________   

City, State & ZIP:__________________________________  
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

 

COUNTY OF _________   ) 

STATE OF OKLAHOMA   ) 

 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on this ______________ day of 

_______________________, 20____ by ______________________ , Miss Rodeo Oklahoma  

Princess 20__; __________________________, Parent of Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess 20__; 

______________________________, National Director for Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Princess on 

behalf of the Miss Rodeo Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant and the Oklahoma Rodeo Pageants Council, 

Inc.; and______________________________, Witness. 

 

________________________________ 

Notary Public for the State of Oklahoma  

 

________________________________ 

                    Printed Name 

 

               My Commission #:________________ 

               My Commission Expires:_________ 

 

 


